Numerical Simulation of Flow through Vaneless Diffuser
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Abstract: Flow through vaneless diffuser in the centrifugal compressor stage is studied at varied flow conditions using finite volume method based commercial code, ANSYS CFX. The contour of static pressure, stagnation pressure, absolute velocity, as well as meridional velocity divulges the nature of flow that happens in the centrifugal compressor stage. Circumferential non-uniformity due “jet-wake” formation is seen at the impeller exit. These lead to mixing of fluid having varied energy levels which happens within the vaneless diffuser. Total pressure rises along the radius ratio and its distribution is higher near the shroud for all flow conditions. Absolute velocity reduces along radius ratio as area of the flow passage increase indicating diffusion. The meridional velocity is seen as non-uniform at Φ = 0.15 but, it is uniform at diffuser exit at Φ = 0.25.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Generally, flow exits the centrifugal impeller having high absolute velocity as well as inclined at a large angle to the radial direction. Diffuser purpose is to de-accelerate the flow as it passes through the diverging passageway. Thus, kinetic energy of the flow is transforming into pressure energy. Flow at impeller exit is complex and has non-uniformities between the axial directions (viz., hub to shroud) as well as in circumferential direction (i.e., blade to blade). These flows enter the diffuser and its behavior in the diffuser influence the centrifugal compressor stage performance. In order to obtain a compressor stage with high pressure ratio along with high efficiency, it is important to have an effective pressure recovery system at the downstream. Therefore, choosing apt diffuser for an impeller is a crucial step in the design of compressor stage. A typical impeller with vaneless diffuser is depicted in Fig. 1. In vaneless diffuser, impeller exit flow is allowed to flow through radial passage between two, parallel or diverging passage starting from the exit region of the impeller to the volute casing in which diffusion occurs having high skin friction losses. The radius increases in the vaneless diffuser leading to an increased flow area thereby offering pressure recovery and efficiency at a lower order over a wider flow range. Also, it is essential for the designer to be familiar with the impact of parameters while designing particular diffuser geometry to ensure its operational reliability. Dean and Senoo [1] put forward the concept of “jet-wake” flow pattern and gave the theory for discharge mixing process. The total pressure loss at diffuser entry region was largely owing to reversible work exchange and mixing losses [2]. With regard to static pressure recovery along with flow stability, Senoo and Kinoshita [3] pointed out the importance of diffuser performance. Johnson and Moore [4, 5] highlighted that the flow, irrespective of a backswpt or radial impeller, comprised “jet-wake” pattern and the wake size and location was dependent on the impeller’s geometry and mass flow rate. Pinarbasi and Johnson [6] showed that mixing of non-uniformities in the circumferential direction was rapid whereas in axial direction, it tended to persist along in the diffuser. Later, under off-design flow conditions, Pinarbasi and Johnson [7, 8] highlighted that blade wake mixed out very rapidly compared to passage wake. Ozturk Tatar et al. [9] conducted numerical investigations using commercial code, FLUENT. The authors showed the “jet-wake” flow pattern at diffuser entry region along with blade wakes. As the flow moves along the diffuser, the passage wake mixed out slowly while the blade wakes distorted and mixed out quickly within the diffuser. Moreover, several studies on the vaneless diffuser were performed by various researchers [10-16]. Earlier, Govardhan and Seralathan [17] numerically studied the methods to minimize energy loss associated due to diffusion and improve the stable operating range of these diffusion systems. Recently, Seralathan et al. [18] numerically studied the flow through a centrifugal impeller providing valuable insight into the flow features. It is understood that mixing loss is an important source of inefficiency. Also, presence of separated zone at impeller exit limits the impeller diffusion. The focus of the present study is to understand the detailed flow phenomenon by carrying out computational investigations of flow through a vaneless diffuser. All the investigations are done at off-design and design flow conditions under steady state conditions in a centrifugal compressor stage.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY AND DETAILS

The geometric model of centrifugal compressor stage is made using ANSYS ICEMCFD. Moreover, experimental data of this compressor is available [19]. The geometric model comprises an impeller and vaneless diffuser (refer Figure 2). The detail of centrifugal compressor stage is listed in Table I.

Table- I: Geometric data and operating conditions

| Speed, N | 1800 rpm |
| Mass flow rate, m | 1.003 kg/s |
| No. of blades, Z | 24 |
| Outlet blade angle, β₁ | 65° |
| Diameter at exit of vaneless diffuser, d₁ | 770 mm |
| Diameter at inlet of vaneless diffuser, d₃ | 550 mm |
| Diameter at inlet of impeller, d₁ | 280 mm |
| Diffuser diameter ratio, d₃/d₁ | 1.40 |
| Diameter at exit of impeller, d₂ | 550 mm |
| Inlet blade angle, β₁ | 35° |
| Blade width, b | 50 mm |
| Pressure rise, ΔP | 200 mm water |

Table-II: Turbulence model study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow coefficient, Φ</th>
<th>Mass flow rate, m (kg/s)</th>
<th>Energy coefficient, ψ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Turbulence models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standard k-ω shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Experimenta l data [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19 (design)</td>
<td>0.04198</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-III: Unstructured grid – Mesh information details

| Total no of prisms | 245896 |
| Total no of pyramids | 1982 |
| Total no of tetrahedrons | 540768 |
| Total no of elements | 788646 |
| Total no of nodes | 529563 |

Table-IV: Grid independency study (m = 0.04198 kg/s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of elements</th>
<th>Energy coefficient (ψ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k-ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368625</td>
<td>0.954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>578650</td>
<td>0.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>788646</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Impeller with vaneless diffuser

Fig. 2. Single passage approach Fluid domain

Fig. 3. Unstructured grid

Fig. 4. Specified boundary conditions

It is known that flow to be periodic in each impeller’s blade passage.
Therefore, using single passage approach lessens use of computational resources and time. The fluid domain inlet boundary is kept at a distance by about $1/2$ the blade chord length and its outlet part is kept one fourth of the blade chord length. The fluid domain (comprising impeller with blade and vaneless diffuser) modeled is illustrated in Fig. 2. Fluid domain is made of unstructured grid having tetrahedral element. Prism shaped cell are inserted in zones near to the wall as shown in Fig. 3 to obtain a fine resolutions near the boundary layer regions. $y^+$ less than 100 is maintained in the generated mesh to meet the turbulence modeling requirements. As can be seen in Fig. 3, nearly eight prism layers is kept in the regions nearer to wall. Both geometry modeling and meshing are performed with ANSYS ICEM CFD.

Figure 4 highlights the conditions maintained for boundary within the computational domain and it is assigned with rotating frame of reference. Fluid is air at $25^\circ$C and reference pressure is fixed as 101.325 kPa. Total pressure in stationary frame is mentioned as an inlet condition. The relative total pressure at inlet is zero Pascal. Turbulence model chosen is k-ω SST [17, 18]. Turbulence intensity level is set to 1% (medium level) at inlet. Rotational periodic boundary conditions are assigned for all side walls of the domain. Mass flow rate per passage is assigned as the boundary condition at outlet. Wall boundary conditions are assigned to impeller (viz., blade, hub and shroud) and it rotates at angular velocity as to that of computational domain. Hence, based on relative frame of reference, it is stationary. Suitable interface is specified between diffuser and impeller as the model contains stationary domains (viz., vaneless diffuser) and rotating (viz., impeller). But, vaneless diffuser wall does not rotate in stationary frame of reference. Therefore, it is specified as counter rotating. All walls are enforced with no-slip conditions. Wall roughness is neglected by meaning the wall to be smooth. All numerical investigations are performed with ANSYS CFX. The selection of right turbulence model is results with better predictions on flow separation. k-ω shear stress transport and standard k-ω turbulence models are deployed to obtain the closure for Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations. The obtained values are verified with available experimental results. On comparison with k-ω shear stress transport turbulence (SST) model, k-ω SST model gave numerical values closer to experimental data (refer Table II).

Furthermore investigation is performed using this turbulence model. Based on the grid sensitivity analysis, the unstructured grid generated has a total number of elements at around 788646 elements; including tetrahedral and prism, for the centrifugal stage comprising an impeller and vaneless diffuser (refer Table III). The simulations are performed under steady state and it is computed till root mean square residual values of the computation converged. Residuals convergence criteria are kept as $1 \times 10^{-4}$.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerical investigations are performed on a compressor stage comprising vaneless diffuser for flow coefficients namely, $\Phi = 0.15$, $\Phi = 0.19$ (design), and $\Phi = 0.25$. A turbo surface is introduced between the shroud and hub on the axial plane at various axial location represented non-dimensionally as $x/b$ at 0.16 (hub), 0.30, 0.50, 0.60, and 0.83 (shroud). The contours static pressure, total pressure in stationary frame, velocity in stationary frame and meridional velocity are plotted and it is discussed here.

A. Static Pressure Distribution

Static pressure increases with radius due to the flow diffusion. This is revealed in the Figs. 5, 6, and 7. As the disks of the impeller are rotating, the particles of fluid stick to the impeller disk and rotate with nearly equal angular velocity. As the distance from disk wall increases, the angular velocity of these fluid particles decreases gradually. Energy is imparted by the impeller onto the fluid result with increase in fluid kinetic energy. This results into static pressure gain as flow progress along the radius ratio. Therefore, as can be seen in Figs 5-7, static pressure observed nearer the wall at $x/b = 0.16$ and 0.83 is higher in comparison with the mid axial location ($x/b = 0.5$). This is mainly due to the fact that fluid particles are not gaining any energy addition from these impeller disks. Moreover, the static pressure distribution within the centrifugal impeller is observed to be uniform along blade to blade (viz., circumferential direction) and in the axial direction also namely hub ($x/b = 0.16$) to shroud ($x/b = 0.83$). Later, further diffusion occurs in the vaneless diffuser region, where the conversion of kinetic energy of the fluid to static pressure takes place. These are observed with a raise in the static pressure as can be seen in Figs. 5-7. At $\Phi = 0.19$, the maximum rise in static pressure is found. The flow is observed as fully diffused near diffuser exit at $\Phi = 0.19$. On comparison with design flow coefficient, a slight fall in static pressure is observed under off-design flow coefficients. However, static pressure distribution is nearly uniform along shroud to hub and in the circumferential direction.

B. Stagnation Pressure Distribution

Figures 8, 9 and 10 illustrates the stagnation pressure distribution for $\Phi = 0.15$, 0.19 and 0.25 respectively. Again, the total pressure rise with increase in radius ratios. On the other hand, a compressor stage with vaneless diffuser, the total pressure decrease as radius ratio increases. This fall in total pressure is mainly because of friction loss and mixing loss that occurs in the diffuser section. As can be seen in Figures, the distribution pattern of total pressure near the shroud is higher with respect to $x/b = 0.50$. This trend is observed in all the flow conditions. Also, formation of “jet-wake” is observed at the impeller exit.

C. Absolute Velocity Distribution

The velocity distribution pattern are illustrated in Figs. 11, 12 and 13 for flow coefficient $\Phi = 0.15$, 0.19 and 0.25 respectively. Velocity decreases along the radius ratios till diffuser exit, as area of the flow passage increases. This clearly point out the diffusion occurs properly in the centrifugal compressor stage. Also, the velocity near the hub is lower compared to that at shroud for various flow conditions.
The region of high energy fluid region, viz., the jet and the region with low energy fluid region, viz., the wake is clearly seen for flow through the centrifugal impeller. This is also clearly seen at impeller exit.

![Fig. 5. Static pressure distribution \( \Phi = 0.15 \)](image)

![Fig. 6. Static pressure distribution \( \Phi = 0.19 \)](image)
Fig. 7. Static pressure distribution $\Phi = 0.25$

Fig. 8. Stagnation pressure distribution $\Phi = 0.15$

Fig. 9. Stagnation pressure distributions $\Phi = 0.19$
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Fig. 10. Stagnation pressure distribution $\Phi = 0.25$

Fig. 11. Velocity distribution $\Phi = 0.15$

Fig. 12. Velocity distribution $\Phi = 0.19$
These formations of fluid region with different energy levels lead to secondary flow along the circumferential region at impeller exit and also lead to mixing of varied energy fluids along the radius ratio leading to loss.

D. Meridional Velocity Distribution

The meridional velocity distributions for is shown in Fig. 14. The meridional velocity initially increases and then decreases gradually along the flow direction as flow occur from entry to exit of vaneless diffuser. The meridional velocity distribution is seen as non-uniform at Φ = 0.15 but, it is uniform at diffuser exit at Φ = 0.25. Moreover, meridional velocity distribution found to be varying between the hubs and should wall of impeller and it is seen to be higher at hub side wall of the impeller.

IV. CONCLUSION

Numerical simulation involving flow through a centrifugal compressor stage with vaneless diffuser is performed for design and off-design flow coefficients. Based on the study, the key observations are mentioned below.

- Jet-wake formation is visible as the flow happens through the centrifugal impeller. This trend continues till impeller exit
- Fluid region with different energy levels at the impeller exit is observed along the circumferential direction.
- Non-uniform flow enters the vaneless diffuser and a considerable mixing happens along the radius ratio leading to losses.
- Total pressure and static pressure rise with increase in radius ratio of the stage.
- Presence of vortices in the flow field due to the change of flow from axial direction to radial is seen at all flow coefficients.
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